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The key question confronting the stock market is the pattern and shape of the US economic recovery.  

Three years in a row, every spring, the economy has failed to reach “escape velocity” and obtain a 

sustained growth pattern. Will 2013 be the same?  I have, a few times, seen temporary seasonal market 

patterns that repeat for a few years, like the October Massacres of the late seventies.  Usually, after 

several instances, the market has anticipated and adjusted to these quirks.  Economists generally do not 

envision another spring swoon, emphasizing the improved circumstances versus the last few years with 

the biggest difference being the continuing housing recovery.  Monetary policy couldn’t be more 

accommodative.  The economic question results in a debate about whether investors should continue to 

emphasize defensive, safe stocks, or move in to more cyclical stocks that benefit from an accelerating 

economy. We think it is the latter. 

 

One of the most important variables determining US growth is obviously going to be how the global 

economy is growing.  Here, there are many moving parts.  Mexico, one of our top trading partners, is 

projected to grow at five percent this year, a big help for the US.  The new Mexican administration has 

pushed deregulation, resulting in a nice consumer-led increase in GDP.  Further, a recent proposal to open 

up their energy production in the Gulf of Mexico to private companies via partnerships would also be a 

boon.  Canada, although linked to commodity exports, has been growing at two percent which is solid in 

this environment.  Something to watch is their housing market, which is getting over-heated.  Outside of 

North America, a major positive development is that Japan may finally be emerging from the “lost 

decades”.  This is the third largest economy in the world so it can really make a difference.  The central 

bank has just embarked on a major quantitative easing initiative that has targeted bond purchases to be 

nearly double the amount of the US program, considering the purchases proportionally as a percent of 

GDP.  Exports are expected to increase due to the rapidly falling yen.  Japan is projected to grow at two 

percent, which would be a nice uptick for the global economy.  There are concerns, however, that the 

consumer in Japan continues to have their incomes decline, a drag on the domestic economy that the 

increase in exports must overcome.   In addition, the government is increasing taxes in early 2014 on 

consumer income so Japan still has its issues.  China’s growth, which greatly affects Japan, has been 

expected to pick up with the recent monetary easing, but the government is still struggling to slow the 

growth and price increases in their housing market.  Large required down payments (60%) and ownership 

restrictions in key cities plus a decent sized tax when you trade residential properties have all, still fallen 

short of cooling things off.  The Chinese are attempting to restrict housing while stimulating the rest of 

the economy.  I have also been led to believe that the real GDP growth numbers are about half the 

reported government numbers of seven to eight percent.  Still, even four percent is at least a nice positive.   

 

The real problem is Europe.  Estimates for 2013 growth have been inching lower from the initial level of 

flat to +1% to now flat to -1%.  Although this close to stagnant growth is very common for Europe, it is a 

step in the wrong direction.  Eurozone unemployment has hit a record twelve percent.  It probably gets 

worse, but at least Europe is declining slower than the other economies are growing.  Another macro 

concern is that China’s slower growth has led to a glut of commodities, affecting the growth rates of 

Australia, Canada, and Brazil.  Brazil also struggles with an inflation problem, so there could be higher 

interest rates that will further their growth from current levels of +1-2%.  India, too, has inflation 



 

problems which may result in tight monetary policy.  The global picture is far from perfect, but it does 

suggest reasonable growth for 2013. 

 

The US domestic economic numbers are a mixture, like the global picture.  The employment growth 

number for March was very low, and people left the job market in droves, no longer seeking a job.  It 

appears the exploding disability rates are responsible for about a quarter of the people leaving the job 

market.  Although unemployment has dropped along with the labor participation rate, job growth has 

been barely exceeding the normal growth rate of the labor market.  Besides the tepid job market, the 

biggest short term negative is the combination of tax increases and the spending cuts from the Sequester.  

Economists think this will take out 1.5% of GDP growth, which is quite meaningful.  These are one time 

incremental headwinds, however, so the question is what is the pattern afterwards?   

 

The biggest plus for the US consumer is the fall in commodity prices.  Gasoline is peaking in price and 

food has dropped.  Natural Gas has moved up due to lingering cold weather, but no sharp upward move in 

US gas is sustainable with the huge reserves we have.  Rents are slowing as multi-unit dwelling 

construction has picked up and many houses are now being bought as rental properties.  The key in 

housing is that housing starts have moved up sharply, creating a huge job multiplier effect.  Building them 

is what stimulates the economy.  In addition, manufacturing is still doing well.  ISI projects an increase in 

capital spending of ten percent by the fourth quarter. 

 

Fed policy seems to be very accommodative and should remain that way unless employment growth 

really picks up.  They are purchasing $85 billion in bonds each month with no end date.  Their exit, they 

promise, is a very slow one.  Politically, the big number movers are done for now.  Watching the decrease 

in tension in Washington may lead to another deal down the road, but for now we think tax and spending 

changes out of Washington are less likely. 

 

Long term, the US economy has some major positives.  The energy story, due to recent technology, will 

lead to zero imports of oil by 2020.  Hopefully, we will export gas.  Unit Labor Costs have been dropping 

in the US while increasing in other countries.  This bodes well for long term job growth, and with so 

much available labor, potentially a long period of growth in the economy.  Next year the world should see 

stronger global growth than this year, and the US should participate in this acceleration.  This is a mild 

positive for the stock market.  Less than robust growth prevents the market from surging without getting 

far more expensive, but it enables solid returns while maintaining the same current values.   

 

The technical position of the market is quite strong.  Inflows into stock mutual funds have sharply turned 

around since the beginning of the year. During the seasonally strong first quarter, total inflows were the 

highest level in eleven years, +$79 billion.  With stock fund outflows of $160bn over the course of 2012, 

it was stock buybacks and institutions that were responsible for the year’s +16% return.  Now individuals 

have started to come in – will flows be positive for the whole year?  These money flows insure the market 

against any meaningful market drops to compelling value levels. 

 

Despite some inconsistent data, we believe the world economy is slowly recovering and world growth is 

slowly accelerating.  Commodities are plentiful, the labor markets are very slack, and the Fed is very 

accommodative.  This is an environment for business to thrive in and the US is further along the financial 

repair process than others.  Markets have speculated that the US will end its easy money policies first, 

driving the dollar up.  This attracts capital and money is flowing into the US stock market.  Portfolio 

managers find the market fairly priced and are waiting for a pullback to buy bargains, a bullish signal.  

Market returns should be solid over the next few years and we think that the winners will not be the 

defensive, bond-proxy type names that have been leading year-to-date. 

 

Money flows and monetary policy trump temporary economic concerns. 


